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Improving your tournament results by becoming a better card-player is a slow fix. It requires
a lot of study, self-examination, and frankly, hard work. An area where a lot of partnerships
can make easy gains, however, is by improving their system. By this I don’t mean adding
more system – in fact, I often advocate removing system to make things easier to remember
– but rather, by making your system more practical.

A practical bidding system:




Is easy to remember
Focuses on high-frequency gains, doesn’t worry about low-frequency scenarios
Doesn’t rely on the opponents passing.

While working with my partner Nye last year to improve our system before we went
overseas, we attempted to make our system as practical as possible. The emphasis was on
creating rules to cover wide varieties of situations. The rules weren’t necessarily optimal,
but they were hard to forget and got the job done for the most part.
This process involves going through what you already play and asking yourself some
questions:




Which parts have we had disasters with, or have forgotten, or might forget?
Which parts win IMPs frequently, and which parts don’t seem to come up at all?
Which parts of our system are vulnerable to interference, and what can we do about
that? Are there some rules we can have to cover multiple situations?

A simple example:
1NT (P) 2♣ (2♥) ?
Does your partnership have a firm, written agreement about what double means? What
about 2♠ - does this suggest five or just four? What about responder’s double?
It doesn’t matter too much what you play, as long as it is consistent, easy to remember and
will do an OK job when it comes up. For what it’s worth, I play double is penalty, either side.
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If there are so many questions about such a simple auction, we can extend this sort of
examination to more complicated parts of our system…

Jacoby 2NT example:
1♥ (P) 2NT (3♠) ?
1♥ (P) 2NT (4♠) ?
What does your partnership do in these two situations? What is double, and what is pass?
How about bidding a new suit?

Instead of coming up with something yourself, you can simply ask a top player (the best you
can find!) what they do. Here’s what my notes with Nye say about this situation:
“If they overcall after 1M-2NT Jacoby, double is penalties. Pass is forcing without shortage
in their suit, and bids are cues with shortage in their suit by opener. By responder bids are
cues (no desire to penalise).”
Short, easy to remember, and very effective (knowing when opener has shortage is crucial
to bidding slams or competing to the 5-level). This was copied almost verbatim from a top
European partnership who we asked about this situation.

Another simple situation with natural bidding:
1♦ (P) 1♠ (2♥); Dbl (P) ?
1♦ (P) 1♠ (2♥); P (P) ?
Opener either makes a support double (or takeout double if you prefer), or passes…
denying the double hand-type. What do responder’s bids mean now? How do you force,
how do you get out low?

This is a VERY frequent situation where many pairs, even experts, do not seem to have
explicit rules about how to move forward. Nye and I simply stole a rule from Andy Hung,
which virtually guarantees that it will do the business:

They interfere after responder bids a suit: Support doubles and redoubles (next double
takeout). New suits by responder NF (Cue bid, Dbl or Jump to force) – applies after opener
passes OR doubles. Double and bid by responder is forcing to game.
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Or if you want to go even deeper down the rabbit hole:

Bidding by the 1♦ opener after an overcall in the sandwich position: after opener bids 1♦
and hears a 1X response and a 2-level overcall on his right, cue-bidding the opponent’s suit
at the 3-level shows 6+♦, not 3 of partner’s suit (no support double), a maximum hand and
no stopper in the opponents suit.

Or even more extreme:

Delayed cue bid: If opener passes over a sandwich overcall, then later cue-bids over
responder’s takeout double, this is defined as “good hand, choice of strain, no clear
direction”. It is not a slam try in responder’s presumed suit.
Here’s an example of how it works in practice:

In our view, this is where bidding swings tend to come from in the real world: a relatively
frequent situation where one pair is on firm footing, and the other table is guessing… not
what the fifth and sixth bids mean after Keycard!
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Here are some tell-tale signs that your system isn’t as practical as it could be:






You have lots of agreements about how you bid when the opponents are passing
throughout, but much fewer agreements about what to do when they interfere;
You are constantly tinkering with small improvements to your constructive or slam
bidding auctions, but haven’t discussed what doubles or 2NT bids in competition
mean in quite a while;
You have agreed to play a gadget, but your notes don’t say much about
continuations or bidding in competition after the gadget gets used.

If you want to win more IMPs from your system (and to borrow a phrase from Sartaj Hans,
make “your system your friend”), I would suggest the following steps:

1. Look through your system, and identify the areas where you’ve had a disaster, you
haven’t been on the same wavelength as your partner, you’re on shaky ground
about what bids mean after the first couple of rounds of the auction, etc.
2. Think about cutting areas which are disaster-prone or difficult to remember.
3. Anything you keep, add and expand on two sections after each part of your system:
“Continuations” and “Competition”. General rules which cover lots of situations are
your friend, exceptions to the rules should be the exception!
4. See how it goes in practice, and repeat the cycle.

The result will be a system that is easier to remember, less stressful to play,
and more effective at dealing with those pesky opponents. The feeling you’ll
get when the opponents wander in, and you and your partner both know what
you’re doing, will be satisfaction enough – the IMPs you will win are just a
bonus!
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